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schools are expert organizations that focus on complex, 
repeating but on non-standardized services

success is determined by the teacher

schools have to be guided differently

school as organization of

experts

role of school management



influence

implicit in communities of practice

clear goals and high expectations

school culture and social relationships

development of colleagues

role of school management



role model

participation

new technologies

shared vision

the „we“ is in the foreground

leadership mix

role of school management



it‘s all about technology…

is it?

Q: when and which digital media helps to reach pedagogical goal?



learning basically follows this process:

some thoughts on that

input process output feedback iteration reflection

..which is platform-

independent
… teachers‘ aspiration

 fulfilling curriculum

 individualization

 address (future) competences



https://msp2l1160225102310.blob.core.win

dows.net/ms-p2-l1-160225-1023-13-

assets/Competency_Wheel_en-US.pdf

Microsoft 

Competence 

Wheel

skills today:

 challenge

seeker

 problem solver

 intellectually

curious

 team player

 taking initiative

 conscientious

 lifelong learner

future:

 adaptability

 creativity

 innovative

 resilient

 intelligent risk

taking

 inclusivity

https://msp2l1160225102310.blob.core.windows.net/ms-p2-l1-160225-1023-13-assets/Competency_Wheel_en-US.pdf


 artificial intelligence is getting better

 no monopoly on knowledge

 no product training

 technology as an enabler

 new didatics

 social, personal and digital competences

 experiment

 collaborate

 be a learner as a teacher

conclusion



focus on the interdisciplinary, non-automated!

it‘s not about technology, but pedagogy & future skills

& change



Thank you!
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